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Controller PCB



The IDEAL controller PCB can be used universally for all IDEAL-AKE 
units. It controls up to three cooling positions at the same time, ensures 
HACCP logging by default, provides a simple and easy to operate  
display with a plaintext menu function, and has an early warning system 
and fast fault detection. With it, IDEAL-AKE once again sets new  
standards in refrigeration appliance technology.

Controller PCB
Increase convenience and efficiency



Highlights 
 ☼ Eco mode 

 ☼ Easy replacement of the display module  
during operation

 ☼ Adaptive defrosting

 ☼ Fast fault detection and easy to understand 
plaintext display

 ☼ Early warning system on the compressor for 
high level of safeguarding against failure

 ☼ Pre-configuration for all IDEAL-AKE products, 
99 setting possibilities (program possibilities)

 ☼ Programmable automatic light and roller  
blind system 

 ☼ Coded plug-in system for easy and  
error-free installation 

 ☼ HACCP logging by default; read and  
update possibility via USB stick
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Intuitive menu navigation
As a caterer, you don’t have any time to waste  

time looking for the necessary unit information.  
Therefore, we developed a text menu that  

can be operated intuitively without any previous 
knowledge. All the important information  

appears on the display at the press of a button.

3 cooling positions - one controller
Our innovative PCB is designed to control up  

to three cooling positions at the same time.  
This simplifies the installation of electric lines,  

reduces the risk of individual controllers becoming 
defective, and has the advantage that all  

the important information is always available  
to you combined on one display.

HACCP logging
Besides controlling your cooling positions,  

the IDEAL-AKE PCB also takes over HACCP  
logging by default. This data can be read or  

a software update installed via a USB port.  
On request, an automatic light and roller blind  

system can be activated as well as visible  
individualisation with your company  

logo on the display.




